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Abstract 
We know that the weak second-order theory of any ordinal equipped with order is decidable 
(Biichi 1962). We give here an improved proof of this result, with finite automata instead of the 
transfinite automata that were used in the original proof. When analysing the decision algorithm, 
we give the exact complexity bound of the latter theory. 
La thkorie du second-o&e faible de tout ordinal avec l’ordre est connue pour Ctre d&klable 
(Biichi 1962). On donne ici une version am8liorke de la preuve de ce rksultat, en utilisant 
des automates finis (et non pas transfinis comme dans la preuve originale). Une analyse de 
l’algorithme de d&kIabilitk permet de donner la borne exacte de complexitk de cette thkorie. 
0. Introduction 
J.R. Biichi has proved in 1965 that the weak second-order theory of any fixed ordinal 
equipped with order is decidable [2-4]. This result implies in particular that the theory 
of addition of any ordinal is decidable and thus, it is a strict extension of the well- 
known decidability result of integer addition, first established by Presburger. Biichi’s 
original argument involves transfinite automata and is rather convoluted. In this paper 
we shall consider this proof again and try to let it merge with modem theory of 
automata. As a result we are able to determine exact complexity bounds for ordinal 
addition: indeed it happens that the upper bound we deduce from the above analysis 
coincides with a lower bound deduced from some Meyer’s result [12], as improved 
using the Compton and Henson method [5]. We obtain 
Theorem. Let exp*(k) denote a tower of base 2 exponentials with height k. 
(i) For any ordinal ~1, there exists a constant c such that TH(w’, +) lies in DTIME 
(exp*(cn>>. 
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(ii) For any ordinal craw, there exists a constant d such that TH(w’, +) does not 
belong to DTIME(exp*(dn)). 
This result implies that ordinal addition is strictly more power&I than integer addi- 
tion. Indeed, we know that the theory of (N, +> (i.e., of (w, + >) lies in A TfME(22”, n) 
(by Fenante and Rackoff [6]), and not in ATIME(22~~, n) (by Fisher and Rabin [B], 
improved by Berman [I]), for some constants c and d (with c > d). 
Let us mention that ordinal addition can be “projected” onto the Integers: in partic- 
ular, we have shown in [ 1 l] that TH(w”, +) is essentially the same as the theory of 
integer multiplication with the order relation restricted to prime numbers. This shows 
that transfinite ordinals are not only “abstract” objects, but tha! they can be useful for 
the study of the most common (and finitistic) notions. 
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we recall the basic notions of 
ordinals, and introduce alphabets that enable us to represent any ordinal with a finite 
word (a given ordinal may have several representations). With similar alphabets, we 
represent tuples of finite subsets of ordinals, In Section 2, we define the notion of 
(n, p)-automaton, that makes sensible the phrases “an ordinal is accepted” and “a 
tuple of finite subset of ordinals is accepted” (a (n, p)-automaton is an automaton that 
accepts or refuses simultaneously every representations of a given ordinal, or of a 
tuple af finite subsets of ordinals, and this is due to the fact that its transition function 
verifies some “absorption condition”). We prove that 
(i) any (n, p)-automaton is equivalent to a standardized (n, p)-automaton (a special 
kmd of (n, p)-automaton); 
(in) for every standardized (n + 1, p)-automaton A, one can construct a (n, p + I )- 
automaton that accepts ,? if and only if there exists a finite subset Y of ordinals such 
that the tiple (2, Y) is accepted by A. 
‘The decision procedure is exposed in Section 3. We first show that 
(al) any second-order sentence is equivalent to a sentence under the fom (QI,& ). . . 
(Q,,X,,,)S(~), where 9 is some special formula; 
(iv) for every special formula S(z), one can construct an automaton A that recog- 
mzes a tuple _? if and only if the formula F(g) holds. 
The decision procedure is a recurrence, founded on points (iii) and (iv) and iterated 
with (i) and (ii). It is the successive construction of a (n, 1 )-automata, then of a 
(TI - 1,2)-automata, etc.. Finally one constructs a (0, n + I)-automaton that accepts a 
(more precisely the word that codes cr) if and only if the initial sentence is true in 
(x, <). An upper bound for the complexity of TH,“(a, <) is the sum of the time needed 
to construct the final automaton, and its computation time on the word that codes a. 
Since the latter depends only on some of the elements in the standard decomposition 
of CY, this decision procedure implies that the theories of “big” ordinals are equal to 
each other. 
From the above result, we then deduce the exact complexity bounds far the first-order 
theory of the addition of any ordinal. 
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In the sequel, we denote by ‘pf(cr) the set of every finite subset of ordinals less than 
a, for any ordinal M. We use usual notations for automata and their calculi. We denote 
by the concatenation of words, and by st the word s. s, where the letter s has been 
w&ten t times. 
1. Finite words for finite subsets of ordinals 
We shall not appeal here to sophisticated properties of the ordrnals, but only sum- 
marize the points that are interesting for our purpose. 
- Ordinals are an extension of positive integers, and their construction can be seen as 
follows: 
ti the smallest ordinal is 0; 
l every ordinal CI has a successor, denoted by M + 1; 
l any strictly increasing (infinite) sequence of ordinals converges on an ordinal 
(such an ordinal is said to be a limit-ordinal). 
- We denote by w the ordinal limnEN n (o is the smallest ordinal that is not a positive 
integer). 
- The class of all the ordinals is “well-ordered”, i.e., any (non-empty) subset of ordi- 
nals has a smallest element. This property implies that a strictly decreasing sequence 
af ordinals is necessarily finite. 
- The class of ordinals is endowed with arithmetic operations (sum, product, expo- 
nential) that extend their integer counterpart. Any ordinal admits a unique standard 
decompusitum, i.e., can be written in a unique way under the form 
itive integerkP 
where p,,, . . . , o IS a strictly decreasing sequence of ordinals, and b,, . . . , bo are pos- 
- The sum has some “absorption” properties, that are based on the fact that w + w2 
is w2 and, in a more general way, 0’ + o.9 is WY, for any ordinals S < y. 
Example. Let c( be cP.7 + w5.3 + W* + 01.4 and p be &’ + oz.5 + 3. One computes 
the sum of GI and p as follows: 
u + /? = UP.7 + 05.3 + ,w2 + “J4 + w;+w2.5 + 3, 
69 
M + p = cfP.7 + p5.3_+ w5/+0*.5 + 3, 
cd.4 
a + p = OP.7 + w5.4 + co*.5 + 3. 
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- The notion of recurrence becomes tramfinite recurrence for the ordinals, i.e., a 
property P(M) is true for every ordinal ~1 if and only if 
(i) P(O) is true, and 
(ii) if P(6) is true, for any 6 < /?, then P(b) is true as well (for any ordinal 
P). 
- An ordinal c( and the set of all the ordinals that are strictly below CI are often 
confused (thus w is N, with a slight misuse of language). 
The above properties will be used in the sequel as “black box”, and the reader 
is not supposed to know more about ordinals (one can refer, for more details, to 
[9, lo]). Let us introduce some alphabets that will help us to code ordinals and finite 
subsets of ordinals. For every positive integers n and p, we denote by d,,, the set 
(0, 1)” U {COO,. . , cop}, where 000,. , cap are distinct symbols that does not belong 
to (0, 1}” (we shall see in the sequel that, for n > 0, COO and 0” are different names 
for the same entity). 
Let us see how to code ordinals with the alphabets J&‘Q = (000,. . . , mp). The 
codage is foreseeable with the standard decomposition. 
Definition (do codes the ordinals). Let p be a positive integer, and M any ordinal. 
- The word (03,) is a p-representation of oi, for any i < p, 
- The word (cap) is a p-representation of j? + wi, for any i> p and any ordinal fi. 
- If W and W’ are p-representations of p and p’, respectively, then W.W’ is a 
p-representation of p + p’. 
It is clear that any ordinal has at least one p-representation, that follows from its 
standard decomposition. Since the ordinal addition verifies some absorption property, 
an ordinal may have several p-representations. 
Example. Consider a = w2 + 0.5 + 2, and p = 2. The more “natural” 2-representation 
of a is the word (~0~)(03~)~(oc)~)~, but since the equality a = 6 + w2 + 7 + 0.5 + 2 
holds, the word 
is a 2-representation of a as well. 
Remark. We could have defined a unique p-representation for a given ordinal, when 
taking the tail of its standard decomposition. However, this multiplicity of p-represen- 
tations wiI1 be useful in the seque1. 
For any set X of ordinals, and any ordinal B, we denote by i[p E X]l the truth value 
of the proposition fi E X. Before to define the notion of (a, p)-representation of a 
n-tuple of ‘$$(a), let us introduce it, from a non-formal point of view. Let n and p 
positive integers, a be any ordinal, and 2 a n-tuple of finite subsets of a. For any 
ordinal /3, let 2(p) be ([j? E X1], . . . ,[p E X,]) (i?(p) is a n-tuple of (0, 1)). Consider 
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the transfinite sequence (2(/3))~<~, and replace each “maximal” subsequence 6,. . . , 6 
(with length r) that appears in the sequence above by a p-representation of y. One 
obtains a finite word on d,,,. 
Example. Consider n = 1, p = 2, CY = UP, andlet& be {l,o+1,03+w.2+1}, and 
& be {w, o + 1). Let use write the transfinite sequence that characterizes (XI,&): 
(00)(10)~00) .,. (OO~(Ol)( 1 l){OO) .:. (00~(00>( lO){OO) .,’ (002 
length w length 09 +w.2 length co” 
To obtain a (a, p)-representation of (XI,&), one has to replace every infinite sequence 
of (00) that appear in the sequence above with a p-representation of its length. The 
word 
is a (c(, p)-representation of (XI,&), as well as the following words: 
Definition. Let n and p be (strictly) positive integers, a be any ordinal, and 2 
a n-tuple of finite subsets of a. The word W is a (a, p)-representation of _j? if and 
only if there exist sequences of words ( Wo, . . . , Wu_l ), (Uo, . . . , Uu_l ), and there exist 
limit-ordinals, say /3t < . . . < &_I, such that W is WO.UO.WI ...Wu_I.Uu_~, and that 
satisfy the following conditions for any i between 0 and u - 1 (we let PO be 0, and 
pU be LY): 
(i) Ui is a word on {oo~,...,coP}; 
(ii) Ui is a p-representation of /?i+t - pi, i.e., of the ordinal y such that /$+I is 
Pi + Y; 
(iii) Wi is a word on (0, l}“, with length Zi > 0; 
(iv) for j = 0, . . . , li-1, W,(j) is the n-tuple (nBi+jEX~],...,IIPi+jEXnll) (Wi 
“describes” the n-tuple 2 on pi, pi + 1,. . . , pi + Zi - 1); 
(v) for any t = 1,. . . , n, the set X, n [pi + Zi, /?;+I) is empty. 
Example. Consider like previously the sets Xt = { 1, o + 1, w3 + w.2 + 1 }, and X2 = 
{o,o + l}, and let c( be ww. For two of the (a, p)-representations of (Xt,&) that we 
have seen in the previous example, we give the corresponding sequences (Q), (Wi), 
and (pi): 
252 
(we 
(we 
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have here PO = 0, p1 = w, j& = w3 + w.2, and p3 = w”), and 
~~~~~~~~~~1~~~~)(~~)(002)(0~)(~~)(~1)(001)(0~)(~~)(~2) 
-v-v -w-v 
WO WI WI UI WZ u2 W3 VI 
have PO = 0, B1 = U, p2 = 03, p3 = 0.2, and fi4 = ~9”). 
Remark 1.1. It must be clear, with the above example, that the (a, p)-representation 
of a given n-tuple of !@(a) is not unique. 
Remark 1.2. A given word of A,,, may be of a (01, p)-representation of several n-tuple, 
as shown in the example below. 
Example. Consider n = 1, p = 2, $I = cow, and the word W = (1)(1)(co~)(1)(c~)(O) 
(1)(002). This word is a representation of several finite subsets of CL. One can find 
out these subsets when reading the above sequence, replacing 001 with a transfinite 
sequence of (0) of length W, and replacing w2 with a transfmite sequence of (0) of 
length 6 + w’, with i > 2, and d any ordinal. Consider the set X = {0,1, w, w2 + t ). 
It must be clear that the word FV represents the set X. However, it represents the set 
(0, l,w, w’ + 1) as well, and many others. 
2. The (n,p)-automata and their properties 
The basic idea 1s to make meaningful the phrase “an automaton accepts an or- 
dinal (or a tuple of finite subsets of ordinals)“. Since an ordinal may have several 
p-representations, we have to define a special kind of automaton that accepts simulta- 
neously every p-representation of a given ordinal (or every (c(, p)-representation of a 
given tuple 2). 
Definition. Let n and p be any positive integers. A (n,p)-automaton is an automaton 
such that 
(i) its alphabet is the set ._G&‘~,~, 
(ii) its state set is (0, l}m, for some integer m (m is called state number of the 
automaton), 
(iii) its transition function satisfies the absorption condition: 
VW, 9’) = 77% ix 
T(mj, T(mi,g’)) = T(w,,q’), 
for any state q and every positive integers i and j that satisfy i = j = p or 
O<i < j < p. 
Since the state set of a (n, p)-automaton is (0, 1)” (for some m), the transition 
fimction can be considered as several “partial transition functions”, that are boolean 
functions, as illustrated in the following example. 
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Example. Consider n = m = 2 and p = 1 (recall that &z,r is (0, 1)' U {coo, GOI}. For 
any couples (x142) and (ql,q2) of (0, I}, let T((Xl,Xz),(ql,qz)) be 
Let T(o00, (ql,q2)) be (41 V q2,q2) and VW 1 be (wq2) (the function T maps 
d,,, x (0, 1)” to (0, l}m). Denote by A the automaton whose alphabet is J$~,J, whose 
transition function is T and whose accept state set is {( 1, 0), ( 1, 1 )}. To prove that A 
is a (2,1)-automaton, we have to check over the absorption condition, i.e., to show 
that the equalities 
T(W),(ql>q2)) = T(mo,(ql>qd), 
T(ool,T(ool,(ql,q2)))=T(001,T(00o,(ql,q2))) 
= T(w,(ql,qz)) 
hold, for any (ql,q2) in (0, 1}2 (this is done quite easily. We shall go further with this 
automaton in the example below, and see that an easier formalism can be 
used. 
Claim. Let n and p be positive integers, and A a (n, p)-automaton. Consider an 
ordinal a, and 2, a n-tuple of ‘@(a). 
(i) (n = 0): If there exists some p-representation of a that is accepted by A, then 
every p-representation of a is accepted by A. 
(ii) (n > 0): If there exists some (a, p)-representation of 2 that is accepted by A, 
then every (a, p)-representation of d is accepted by A. 
Proof. This claim follows trivially from the fact that the transition function of any 
given automaton verifies the absorption condition. q 
Definition. Let us consider an (n, p)-automaton, A. 
Case 1 n = 0: An ordinal a is accepted by A if and only if one of its p- 
representations is accepted by A. 
Case 2 n > 0: A n-tuple of finite subsets of a is a-accepted by A if and only if 
one of its (a, p)-representations is accepted by A. 
Definition. The length of a (n, p)-automaton is the supremum of the length of the 
components of its transition function. 
We shall now introduce a special kind of (n, p)-automata, with which we shall use 
matrices notation. Recall that the product of boolean matrices is the “classical” product 
of real matrices, where one replaces x with A, and + with V. 
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Definition. A (n, p)-automaton is standardized when the following conditions are sat- 
isfied: 
- the transition function can be written in the form 
41 
W,(q1,... ,qm)) = U(x). 
0 
: . ’ 
4m 
where U(x) is a boolean matrix, with II lines and m columns (for every letter x of 
&il.&J ); 
- the accept states set S is the set of m-tuples 4’ such that qP, V . . . V qrc, is true, for 
some subscripts ~1,. . . ,pl (called the accept subscripts). 
Observe that, in the case of a standardized automaton, the absorption condition can 
be written more simply, with matrices notation: U(oos) = U(G), and U(coj).U(coi) = 
U(CQj), for any i = j = p or 0 < i < j < p. 
Example. Take up again the automaton A in the example above (we have n = m = 2, 
and p = 1). Consider the matrices 
U(hx2)) = 
1 1x1 ( ) x2 7x2 
for any couple (x1,x2) of (0, l}, and 
U(ooo)= :, ; 2 ( > 0 1 ww>= o 1 . ( 1 
It is not hard to see that T(x,(ql,qx)) (the transition function of A) is U(x).( i: ), for 
any x in ~42,~. Moreover, the only accept subscript is 1 (i.e., a state (ql,q2) is accept 
for A if and only if q1 is 1). Thus, A is a standardized automaton. Observe that the 
verification of the absorption condition is now easier, since the equalities 
U(mo> = U((O> O)), 
VW >.W~o) = U(w > = U(m UAW 1, 
and trivial to check over. 
Consider CI = 02, and the sets Xr = (0, 1,2, w.2}, X2 = (2,132). The word W = 
(lO)(lO)(ll)(ocl)(ll)(~~) is a (~,l)-representation of the couple (Xi,&). Let Qo 
be the initial state of A, and Qi+r be the state of A after the computation of the ith 
letter of W (that we denote by W(i)), for i between 0 to 6. The state Qi+i is clearly 
U(W(i)).Qi, thus the final state of A when computing W is Q6, which is equal to the 
boolean matrices product 
U(ooi).U(ll).U(ooi).U(ll).U(lO).U(lO).Qo. 
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Not every automaton is standardized, but Lemma 1 below says that, for any (n, p)- 
automaton, one can construct a standardized automaton that recognizes the same lan- 
guage. The proof is rather convoluted but, since its real understanding is not necessary 
for the sequel, it may be skipped, for the first reading. 
Lemma 2.1. For any (n, p)-automaton A, there exists Al a standardized (n, p)- 
automaton that accepts the same n-tuples of finite subsets of ordinals. One can 
compute Al, by Turing machine, in time O((2” + P).L~.~~~), where L and M are, 
respectively, the length and the state number of A. Moreover, the state number of 
A, is 2”, and its length is below 2.M2.L. 
Proof. Consider a (n, p)-automaton, say A. The basic idea of the transition from A to 
A, is the mapping that associates with any M-tuple (ql,. . . , qM) the 2”-tuple 
(ql A q2 A . A qhf, ‘41 A q2 A . ’ A q.&f, q1 A 7q2 A . . . A qM, etc.). 
Let us fix an exhaustive enumeration ~1,. . , .zp of (0, l}“, and let 9 be the matrix 
such that each line i is the M-tuple ei (so 9 has 2M lines and M columns). 
Definition. The binary operation * is such that x * y is y if x is 1, and ly otherwise. 
The operation 8, on the boolean matrices, is the classical matrices product, where + 
is replaced by A, and x by *. 
Observe that, for any M-tuple 4’ of (0, l}, the equalities 
41 A q2 A . . ’ A q,$f 
‘41 A q2 r\ . ’ . A qM 
41 A 7q2 h . ‘. I\ q&f 
hold (the order of the components depends on the initially chosen enumeration ~1, ~2,. .). 
The operation 918 is nothing but a tool that we have introduced in order to formalize 
the latter transformation. Its main interest is that it can be applied to matrices, and not 
only to M-tuples. For any i = 1,. . . , 2”, the 2”-tuple 9 @ si is (0,. . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0), 
where the 1 is at the ith place, and a 2”-tuple Q is the image of some 4’ by 9~ if 
and only if it has a unique component equal to 1. 
- The accept state set of Al is defined as follows: a state (Qt , . . _ , Q2~ ) is accepting 
for Al if and only if there exists i such that Qi is 1 and si is an accept state of A. 
- Let us denote by T the transition function of A. Each component Il;:(x,q’) can be 
written under the form 
(T,,l(x)A 41 A ... AqM) V (Ti,2(x)Alql Aq2 A ‘.‘A~.M) V ...t 
where Ti,l (x) is G(x, (1,. . . , 1 )), Ti,z(x) is K(x, (0, 1, . . . , 1 )), etc., for any i between 
1 and M and for every letter x of &‘,,,. More precisely, let T,,j(X) be Ti(x,Ej), for 
every i = l,...,M andj = 1 , . . . , 2”. We denote by T(x) the matrix whose ith line 
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is T,(x,sj) (M lines and 2M columns). For every x in d,, and 4’ in (0, l}“, the 
equality 
T(x, 4’) = T(x).@ 8 4’) 
holds. We shall now apply the transformation 53@ to the matrix r. Let H(x) be 
the matrix 9 @ T(x) (matrix H(x) has 2 M lines and 2M columns). For every x in 
-Qz,, and 4’ in (0, l}“, H(x).(~@& is (53@T(x)).(9@q), and a rather convoluted 
calculus shows that it is equal to 9 8 (T.(9 @ 4’)) (we use the fact than, in 9 @ $, 
only one component is not zero). Thus, the following equality holds for every x 
that belongs to &fl,p: 
H(x).(9 @ 4’) = 9 @ T(x, 4’). (Ex) 
Claim 2.1.1. Ai is a standardized (n, p)-automaton. 
Proof. By construction, the accept states set Si and the transition functions of Ai are 
under the required form for the standardization. It remains to prove that the function 
H verifies the absorption condition. For any i between 1 and p - 1, for any M-tuple 
?= (41,..., qM), the following equalities hold: 
H(ooi+i ).H(mi).(g @ 4’) = H(mi+i ).(H(mi).(g @ 4’)) 
= H(mi+i )X9 @ T(ooi)(q’)) (Em,) 
= 9 @ (T(mi+l )(T(W)(q’))) (Emi+l) 
= 9 @ (T(mi+l)(q’)) (absorption condition of T) 
= H(mi+i ).(g @ 4’) (Emi+ ). 
So H(mi+l).H(mi).Q is H(ai+l).g, for any Q which is the image by 9@ of some 
M-tuple $. Assume that Q is not the image by 963 of a M-tuple. There exist ai,. . . , GI 
such that Q is Ql + . . . + Q,, where each Qi has a unique component different from 0 
(each Qi is the image by $3~ of a M-tuple). When applying the distributivity of matri- 
ces multiplication over matrices addition, we find that the equality H(cq+l).H(m;).~ = 
H(cQ+$~ holds. 
In the same way, we prove the condition H(m,).H(cm,) = H(cop). Cl 
Claim 2.1.2. The (n, p)-automata Ai and A accept the same n-tuples of$nife subsets 
of ordinals. 
Proof. Let 01 be any ordinal, let 2 be a n-tuple of qr(a), and W be a (c(, p)- 
representation of 2. We shall denote by R and RI the calculi of A and AI, respectively, 
over W. An easy recurrence proves that R,(i) is 9 @R(i), for every positive integer i 
(the choice of ei = g @ e. grounds the recurrence, and the iteration is done with the 
help of equalities (Ex)). 
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The automaton A @-accepts _? if and only if R(1) is an accept state of A (where 
1 is the length of W). By definition of A 1, it happens if and only if 9 8 R(l) is an 
accept state for Al. By the previous assertion, 9 ~3 R(Z) is R,(Z). q 
The computation of the automaton Al is a boolean calculus of linear functions, and 
of matices products. It is easy to imagine a (deterministic) Turing machine, that will 
construct the matrix $3, compute 9 @i, for every accept state 4’ of A, and the matrices 
T(x), 9 ~3 T(x) (for any letter x of d,,). Assume that L is the length of A (thus 
every component of the transition Cmction of A has length below ,C). The time of 
computation of a coefficient of T(X) lies in O(L). Since T(x) has M.2M coefficients, it 
will be computed in time 0(L~%4.2~). Each coefficient of the matrix H(x) = 9 @J!?(X) 
is under the form 51 *Tl,iV.. ’ V (M * TM,;, where & are among 0 and 1, and where Ti,j 
are boolean functions with length at most L (the coefficients of T(x)). Therefore, the 
coeficients of H(x) (they are 22M) are of length at most ML, and can be computed in 
linear time. The calculus of H(x) is done in time O(L.J!~.~~~). We have 2” + p such 
matrices, so finally, the automaton Al will be computed in time O((2” + P)L~.~~~). 
The length of Al is the greatest length of a component of H(x), thus it is below 
(ML + logM)M (that can be bounded above 2M2.L). q 
Lemma 2.2. For any standardized (n + 1, p)-automaton, one can construct a stan- 
dardized (n, p + 1)-automaton Al, such that a n-tuple 2 of finite subsets of ordinals 
is accepted by Al if and only if there exist some Y, finite subset of ordinals, such 
that exists A accepts (2, Y). Zf L is the length of A, one can compute Al by Turing 
machine in time O(P.L.~~~~~). The length of Al is at most 2-L. 
Proof. Let us consider a standardized (n + 1, p)-automaton, say A, and let us denote 
by T(x) its transition matrices (for every x in &‘,+‘,,). We shall denote by (M),, 
the coefficients of any matrix M. The (n, p + l)-automaton AI has the same initial 
state, and the same accept states set as A. Its transition function is defined as follows: 
For every p and v between 1 and M, and every letter x of (0, l}“, we let (H(x))~,” 
be (T(xO))P,V V (T(x~)),~, where x0 (respectively xl) denotes obviously the letter of 
{ 0,l)“” which one obtains when concatenating x and 0 (resp. x and 1). 
The matrices H(cq) are defined by recurrence, in a more convoluted way: we have 
to make sure that the absorption condition is satisfied. 
- Let H(cQ) be H(6). For every p and v, the implication (T(cq)),, + (H(cQ)),,~ 
holds trivially. 
- Assume that, for some i, the matrices H(ooo), . . ., H(mi) are defined such that 
H(cq+l).H(cq) is H(ocI,+,), for any 0 6s < i, and such that the implication 
(T(co,)),, + (H(oo,)),, holds for any p and v, and any 0 G s bi. 
Claim 2.2.1. There exists a positive integer ri below 22”2 such that T(ai+l)_H(miy 
is T(mi+l).H(mi)r,+‘. 
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Proof. For any posrtive integer e, and any subscripts p, v the implication 
(VW+1 ).q@Ji).H(cmJ)p,” * (T(W+l ).H(W)Jf(WY)p,v 
holds (because of the recurrence hypothesis (T(03i))p,,pZ * (H(mi)),,,p,, for any ~1 
and ~2). When replacing each T(mi+l ).T(mi) with T(mi+l ) (absorption condition), 
one obtains the sequence of implications 
3 .” * (T(CO,+l).H(CX)i)e)p,y * “’ (I) 
Any coefficient of the matrix T(mi+l).H(mi)e can be seen as a positive boolean com- 
bination of the coefficients of H(mi) and T(mi+l) under disjunctive normal form, with 
at most 2M2 vanables. There exist at most 222M2 such boolean functions; thus the se- 
quence ( I ) must end, with a positive integer Yi below 222M2, such that T(m,+ 1 ).H( cq)); 
is T(co,,j ).H(co,p’. JJ 
Let H(oo,+~) be the matrix T(w,+l).H(ooir. It is clear that H(cKI,+L) is H(oo,+~). 
H(cQ), and the first recurrence condition is satisfied. The second recurrence condition 
CTCmi+l ))p.u * (N(CQt+l ))fi,v follows trivially from the sequence of implications ( 1) 
In a similar way, we define the matrix H(co,+l) as T(cop).H(cop)r,, where rP satis- 
fies T(cY)~).H(cK)~)‘~ = T(ocJ~).H(c~~)~,+~. We show like previously that the imphca- 
tion (T(oo~)),,~ 3 (H(cwr,+l)),, holds, for every P and v, and that H(cQ~+~)H(ccI~) 
is H(co,+l). To prove that H(cs~+~).H(KJ~+~) is H(oo,+l), one shows that H(cK~~). 
T(co~) is T(cop) (because H(oop) is the product of matrices T(oOi) for i -C p). 
The (n, p + 1 )-automaton A 1 so far defined is clearly standardized. It remains to 
prove that it accepts a n-tuple 2 if and only if A accepts (2, Y), for some finite subset 
of ordinals Y. 
Claim 2.2.2. If” a (v + 1)-tuple (2, Y) is accepted by A, and then Al accepts 2. 
Proof. Let M be any ordinal, and let (2, Y) be a (n + l)-tuple of Qf(a). We denote 
by W a (a, p)-representation of (2, Y). By definition, W can be written in the form 
w,.LJo.. L L . W,- 1 .lJ,_ 1, and there exist limit-ordinals 0 < fl1 < . . . < &-I < CL that 
satis& the following conditions (we let PO be 0 and fi,, be CC) 
(i) U, is a woxd on {co,,.._,~p}~ 
(i)) U, is a p-representation of the ordinal yi such that ,I!$+, is fix + y,. 
(iii) W, is a WOrd on {O, I}n+l, with length li > 0. 
(iv) For i = O,..., (, - 1, the jth letter of Wi is the (n + I)-tuple ([p, + J’ E 
x113..., W + j E X,I,[P, c Yj). 
(v) For any f = I,. , n, the set X, n [pi + Zi, pi+1 ) is empty, as well as Y fl [pi + 
li, Pi+1 ), 
For i = 0,. . , u - 1, let W/ be the word that one obtains when “forgetting” m 
each letter of Wi Its last symbol, and U/ be a (p + 1)-representation of yi, that will 
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be explicited below. The word W’ = W,‘.lJ& .. . .W,‘_l.Ud_l is clearly a (a, p + l)- 
representation of 2:. 
Assume that A accepts (2, Y). We shall consider the calculus of A over W on the 
“blocks” Wi, Ui. For every subword 2 of W, we denote by IS(Z) (respectively US(Z)) 
the state of A just before computing the first letter of Z (resp. after the computation of 
the last letter of Z). The abbreviations IS and OS stand, respectively, for “input state” 
and “output state”. We adopt very similar notations for the calculus of At over W’, 
when defining IS’(Z) and OS’(Z) for any subword Z of W’. Let us denote by 9(Z, Z’) 
the property: “whenever we have, for every p = 1,. . . ,M, IS(Z), + ZS’(Z’),, then we 
have also, for every p = 1,. , . ,M, OS(Z), + OS’(Z’),“. 
The words Wi and W: have the same length, and an easy recurrence shows that 
S( Wi, W/) holds, for any i = 0,. . . , u - 1 (we use the equality (H(x))~,~ = (Z’(xO)),,,, v 
(Wl))/L,“). 
One has to define U/, a (p + I)-representation of yi. Assume that yi is wJ’+~.~ -t
o9.c + b, where /? is below &,c is a positive integer and 6 any ordinal. If 6 is zero 
and c is 0 or 1, then let U,’ be 0; (the property 9(Ui, Vi) holds trivially). If we are 
not in this case, assume that U, is (cc,).Q, where (00~) does not occur in Q. For U,I, 
one takes (ccp+t)(ocp)C.Q (Q is a p-representation and a (p+ I)-representation of p). 
The calculus of Al over the first letter of Ui is T(mp).IS( Vi), and the calculus of A 
over the “corresponding” part of U/ is H(mp)C.H(~p+~).ZS’(U~). Since T verifies the 
absorption condition, one can write T(ooP).IS(Ui) as T(c~~)c.lS(Ui). The implications 
(V~,)),” * (NW,)),,” and (T(cxI~))~,~ + (H(ccI,,+~))~,~ enable us to claim that 
9’( vi, Vi’) holds. 
Observe that ZS( W,) is ZS’( W,‘) (the initial state of both automata are equal). Thus, 
for every index ,u, if the pth component of OS(U,_1) is 1, then the ,uth component of 
OS’( CJ_, ) is 1 as well. Since A is standardized, it accepts (2, Y) because, for some 
accept subscript p, the pth component of the final state (i.e., OS(U,_I)) is 1. By the 
previous remark, the pth component of OS’( Ui_, ) is 1 as well, thus 2 is accepted 
by At. 0 
Claim 2.2.3. For any n-tuple _j? of jinite subset of ordinals which Al accepts, one 
can construct Y a finite subset of ordinals, such that A accepts the (n + 1)-tuple 
(2, Y). 
Proof. Let c1 be any ordinal, and 2 be any n-tuple of pf(a), which Al accepts. Let W 
be a (CL, p+ I)-representation of 2. Recall that H(oop+l) is T(co~).H(oo~)~‘, and that 
H(mi) is T(~i).H(~~-~~-’ (for each i < p), where ro , . . . , rp are positive integers. 
One replaces each (ccpfl) that occurs in W by (c~~)rp(~~~+r), then replace each 
(00~) in the word thus obtained by (~p_~)Tp--l(ocp), then . . ., then each (031) by 
(coo)‘a(cot). Replace then each (coo) by (6), and call W’ the word so far obtained. 
The word W’ is clearly a (a, p + I)-representation of 2; thus it can be written 
in the form WC&~... .Wu-,.Uu-l, and there exist ordinals PO = 0 < 81 < .. < 
/3,,_, < Bu = M that satisfy the conditions ad hoc specified in the definition of the 
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(a, p)-representation. Observe that we have done nothing but introducing sequences 
(O)(~l) . . . (001 X032), . . which are not significant for 2, but which may be signifi- 
cant for (2, Y). We shall construct a word W and a set Y such that W is a (tl, p)- 
representation of (2, Y). This construction is done back to front. 
Let I be the length of W’, and RI the calculus of Al over W’. For any word Q, we 
denote by OS(Q) the final state of the calculus of A over Q. The property A?(i, p, v, S) 
is “RI(i),, is 1 and, for any word Q, if OS(Q)” is 1, then OS(Q.(S)), is 1” (i,p,v 
are indexes ad hoc, and S is a letter of &,+I,~). We shall first prove that, for any i 
and p, if Rl(i + 1 )I( is 1, then there exist an index v and a symbol S such that the 
property 2(i, ,u, v, S) is satisfied. Assume that RI (i + 1 )G is 1 (for some i = 0,. . . , I - 1 
and p = l,...,M). 
Case 1: W,’ is (~o~+i). The state Rl(i + 1) is H(cop+l).R~(i), and H(co,+i) is 
T(cop). H(cop)‘, for any e > rP. The word W’ has been defined such that the state 
R,(i) is H(oo~)~~_R~(~), for some j < i. Thus, we can write 
Ri(i + 1) = T(oo,)~(co,)‘~.H(~~~)ry.Ri(j) 
= T(cop).H(cop)?R,(j). 
The pth component of R,(i + 1) is 1; therefore there exists a subscript v such that 
(T(oo,)),, is 1, and such that the vth component of H(cop))r,.R(j) (i.e., of R,(i)) 
is as well 1. Let Si be (ooP), and let Q be any word such that OS(Q)y is 1. The 
state OS(Q.(ooP)) is ~(cc1,).0S(Q), thus its pth component is truly 1. The property 
2?(i, p, v, &) is satisfied. 
Case 2: W; is (co[), for some 0 < t < p. The same arguments can be used here 
to show the existence of a subscript v and of a symbol Si = (cot) such that property 
L2(i, /L, V, Si) holds. 
Case 3: W/ is x, for some letter x of (0, 1)". The state Rl(i+ 1) is H(x).Rl(i) and by 
definition of H(x), it is equal to T(xl)Jil(i)VT(xO).R~(i). Since the pth component of 
RI (i + 1) is 1, there exists a subscript v, and a boolean value E such that both ( T(xE))~,,, 
and R,(i), are equal to 1. Let Si be (xE). The property 2?(i, p, v, Si) holds clearly. 
Since Al is standardized, it accepts 2 because, for some accept subscript ~1, the p,th 
component of RI (I) is 1. Starting from (I, pl), one constructs sequences Sl_ 1,. . , SO 
(of ~n+l,p ) and ~1-1,. . , ~0 such that, for any i = 0,. . . , 1 - 1, the property J(i, p;+l, 
pi,S;) is true. Let W be the word 5’0 . . Sr- 1, and R be the calculus of A over W. 
The initial state R(0) is RI (0), and property .9(0, ~1, ~0, SO) says that RI (0), is 1. 
A trivial recurrence shows the equality R(l),,, = 1. Since the accept states of 
both automata are equal, and since pl is an accept subscript, the automaton A 
accepts W. 
It remains us to construct Y such that W is a (a, p)-representation of (2, Y). The set 
Y will contain the ordinals such that the “corresponding” symbol Si introduced above is 
xl. But we have to find out which ordinal match a given place in the word W. For this 
purpose, we consider W not only as a sequence of letters, but also as a sequence of sub- 
words, on the same pattern as W’ (the words W and W’ have clearly the same length). 
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Consider the words Ro,...,R,,--1, Vo,...,V,_l, such that W is Ro.Vo:~.R,_l.VU_l, and 
such that each Ri has same length as Wi, and each Vi has same length as Ui. 
Consider any i between 0 and u - 1. By construction of W, the word 6 is a p- 
representation of yi such that ji+i is /& + yi. Let Yi be the set that contains any ordinal 
pi + j, such that Ri(j) is xl, and let Y be Uf=i’ Yi. It must be clear that W is a 
(a, p)-representation of (2, Y). 0 
If L is the length of A, the length of Ai is clearly 2L. One can compute the matrices 
H(x) in time 0(2L.M), for any letter x of (0, 1)“. To compute each of the matrices 
Wool ), . . ., H(cm,+~), one has to compute the product of 222M2 boolean matrices (with 
M lines and M columns). Since the product of two such matrices can be done in time 
O(M3), the calculus of the automaton Ai is done in time 0(pL.223Mz ). 0 
Lemma 2.3. For any standardized ( 1, p)-automaton, one can construct a standardized 
(0, p+ 1)-automaton AI, such that an ordinal GI is accepted by Al if and only if there 
exists some Y, finite subset of CI, such that A u-accepts Y. Zf L is the length of A, 
one can compute AI by Turing machine in time 0(p.L.22’M2). The length of Al is at 
most 2.L. 
Proof. The construction of the automaton Al is the same as in the previous proof. 
Claims 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 become, respectively: 
Claim 2.3.2. Let tl be any ordinal. Zf a finite subset Y is cc-accepted by A, then Al 
accepts CI. 
Claim 2.3.3. For any ordinal CI which Al accepts, one can construct a finite subset 
of CI that A accepts. 
Their proofs are very similar to their counterparts (we prove in Claim 2.3.2 that, 
for any finite subset Y of tl, when one replaces each letter of (0, l} that occurs in a 
(a, p)-representation of Y with (coo), one obtains a p-representation of a). 0 
3. Decision procedure 
The algorithm that we shall expose here is a recurrence, founded on the two follow- 
ing points: 
- for every second order <-formula, one can construct an equivalent special formula 
(Lemma 2.1); 
- for every special formula, one can construct a (n, 1)-automaton that accepts exactly 
the n-tuples 2 that verify the formula (Lemma 2.2). 
The iteration is done with the help of Claims 2.2.1, Lemma 2.2.2 and Lemma 2.2.3. 
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Definition. A second-order <-formula F is said to be special if and only if it is of 
the form 
(Vx, )(Vx$ . . . (V&$‘(A(~,X~, . . . ,x,)) 
NW(~&)) A . . . A (WBI(2,X)), 
where (Vx)i(F(x)) means (VX)(JJ > x > 0 =S F(x)), and where ~2,931,. .,gi4 are 
boolean combination of atomic formulas x E X and xi = Xj, and where M is under 
conjuctive normal form. The positive integers m and 1 are the parameters of 8. The 
conjunction number of 9 is the number of conjunctions that appear in J&. 
Lemma 3.1. For every second-order <-formula F(2), with length L, one can con- 
struct an equivalent formula F*(J), under the form 
+ + 
(Ql YI) . . . (QJ’s>(~_(x, U), 
where Ql,...,Qs are quanti$ers, and where 9 is a special formula. The formula F* 
is computable (by a Turing machine) in time 0(L3”). The positive integer s, and the 
parameters of Y are below 2.L, and the conjunction number of F is below L5L. 
Proof. Assume F(y) is a second-order <-formula of length L. At each of the five 
following steps, we construct formulas F1, . . . , Fs, equivalent to F. We denote by li 
the length of the formula Fi. 
Step 1 (Prenex form): The formula F has at most L quantifiers, so we have to 
introduce at most L new variables. We write the formula F1 in time O(LlogL), and 
the length of F1 is 11 = clLlogL, for some constant ct. The formula F1 is under the 
form 
where the variables 5i are among xi or Yi, and where the formula Jtet is quantifier free 
(k is of course below L). 
Step 2 (Elimination of universal quantifiers relative to first-order variables): Let 
us introduce the quantifier V’*, relative to second-order variables, that must be read 
as: “for every non-empty set 2”‘. More precisely, for every second-order formula T, 
(Y*X)(T(X)) means (VX)((%)(x E X) + T(X)). Thus, for every quantifier-free 
formula JZ, we have the equivalence 
. . . (Vx). . . A(&. . .) @ . . . (\d*x)(zlx). . . (x E x A Aqx,. . .)). 
We arrive at a formula F2, equivalent to F,, of the form 
<QI t-1 1.. . (Qs5s)J@, 8, 
where 5, is among xi or Yi, where the first-order variables are existentially quantified, 
where a second-order variable may be quantified with V*,V, or 3, and where JZ~ is 
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quantifier-free. We introduce at this step at most k new variables; thus s is belaw 2L, 
and I2 IS Maw cl.klog(k) + 11 (for some constant cz), 
Srep 3 (Eliminative of the quant$er,s V*): Observe that if y does not appear in 
A, the equtvaience 
. ..(V’Y)..._M(Y. “) (i . ..(VY)...(&J?li(r) v (Vr)(JI g Y)) 
holds For eveq V*K that appears in the heap of quanllfiers, we shall inhoduce a new 
vanable among yl, ~2,. . . We have at most k quantifiers V, lhus we Introduce here 
al most k new first-order variables (each of them quantified wllh V). We arrive at a 
formula F3, equivalent to F2, of the form 
IQltl)~. .@ds)(~Yl). * 4w&(~, Ea, 
where Q& is among V&EL&, or 3ci, where t is below L, and where the formula A’3 
is quantifier-free. The length of F3 is at most 13 = c3.klog(2.k) -t 22 (for a constant 
C?). 
Step 4 (Elimination of existential jirst-order variables): The basic idea is to re- 
place every first-order variable by the set {xi}. For every formula ,A, the formula 
, (3x). . .4(x,. . .) is equivalent to 
. . . (3x). . . (SINGL(X) A (VX)(X E X =+ _A’(x,. . .))) 
(the farmula SWGL(X), that we shall make explicit below, is satrsfied if and only if 
the set X is a singleton). We denote by V the set of all the subscripts t such that & is 
XI,, and by ~1,. j ,, q an enumeration of V (V has at most k elements). The fallowing 
formula F:(p) is equivalent to F3: 
h(k, >. . . (VX”,) A(& E yi) * ((Vy1). I I (yYl)“&(X r. 7)) 
iEV )) 
As a formula SINGL(Y), one can take 
NY)(VY’)(Y = Y’ v Y @ Y v Y’ 6 Y) A (3)(x E Y), 
therefore the formula Fi is equivalent to 
<Q~J’I)...(QJ’~) &VY)(VY’)(Y=Y’VY~WY’@Y~) 
iEV 
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The middle part of the formula is trivially equivalent to 
and we can give new names to the variables x VI, y and y’, so that the latter formula 
is equivalent to 
where the formula A’: is quantifier-free. The positive integer m is 2 plus the cardinal 
of V plus t, thus the inequality m 6 2.L holds. The length of the formula Fi is at most 
c4.k log(k)+ 13. Let F4 be the formula one obtains when replacing A’:, in the previous 
formula, by its conjunctive normal form. The formula F&?) is 
and is equivalent to F3. For any formula of length L, one can compute its normal form 
in time O(LL), and the length of the normal form is below LL. If the formula has T 
atomic formulas, its conjunctive normal form is a conjunction of at most TT terms. 
The formula F4 can be computed in time O(L2L’). The positive integers s, m and I 
are, respectively, below 2.L, 2.L, and L. The length of A‘4 is at most 14 = c.L~~~, for 
some c. Since the number of atomic formulas of A’: can be bounded above by 4.L, 
the conjunction number of Ad is at most L5.L. 
Step 5 (Suppression of < in Ad): Let us consider the set 9, of all the permutations 
of {l,..., s}. Let X’(_?,f,xi ,..., xs) be 
A ~4(~,~,Xr(l),,..,x,c,,). 
e9, 
The formula X is under conjunctive normal form. Its conjunction number is L!.(4.L)4L, 
which is below L5L. The formula 
is equivalent to 
(VXi) . . . (VX$)(X, > . . . > x, =3 %(X, Y,Xi, . . ,xs)) . 
Let X* be the formula one obtains when replacing, in 2, every occurrence of Xi < Xj 
by the truth value 1 if i < j, by 0 otherwise. The relation < does not appear in X”, 
and the following formulas are equivalent: 
+ -. 
Wl) . . . (&)(~4(X, Y,x’)) 
(VXl ) . . . (Vxs)(xl > . . . > x, =+ YP(Z, Q)) 
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+-+ 
@Xl). . . (VX$)(Xl > . . . > x, +- x*(x, Y&q) 
(VXl)(VX$ . . . (vxs)~-‘(~*(2, f,Z)) 
In this step, one has to rewrite (2L)! times the formula A’4 (since 2.L bounds the 
number of first-order variables in AJ). The length of SF* is at most Is = (2L)!.oo4, 
which is in O(L3.L’). Its conjunction number is the same as Ad, thus it is below LsL. 
The time needed to compute the formula 9” is the time needed for step 5, so it is 
in O(L3L’). 0 
We shall now formalize the correspondence between (n, p)-automata and formula. 
Lemma 3.2. For every special formula 9(X, , . . . ,X,), one can construct a (n, l)- 
automaton A such that, for any ordinal a, a n-tuple 2 of ppf(cr) is a-accepted by A 
zf and only tf the formula 9(z) is true in (a, < ). If L, P and C bound, respectively, 
the length, the parameters and the conjunction umber of F, then one can compute 
A (by a Turing machine) in time O(L2). The state number and the length of A are 
below P(C + 1) and L, respectively. 
Proof. Let us consider a special formula F(2): 
(Vx,)(Vx2)“0’ . . . ( vxk,)~-‘(.dqx,xl,. . .,xm)) 
A(*)(qZx) A . . . A (~)(~l(X~)), 
where the formula A is under conjunctive normal form, namely 
(~l,l(~A) v * *. v dl,,(X,X,)) v . . . v (dC,l(X,Xl) v . . . v ~C,m(~Pm)) . 
Thus, F(3) is equivalent to 
(VXl)(VX2)“, . ..(vx~)~-‘(~l.l(~,xl)v ... V~~,m(Z4) 
A . . . A (VXl )(Vx2)xg . . . (vxm)~-‘(JG,1(x~I) v . . . v ~c,&,&l)) 
A(3Wf-l(&)) A . *. A (~)(~(~,x)) , 
and finally equivalent to 
A... A (~~l)W’c,l(~,~l) A (VX~):(~C,~(~,X~) 
V . . . v (Vxm)Xd”-‘(dQ&i&))...)) 
A(k)(~&x)) A.. . A (~)(&(h)). 
Let A4 be m.C + I (44 is clearly below P(C + 1)). In the sequel, we shall denote 
any M-tuple of (0, 1) as (41,. . . ,qt,ql,l,. . .,ql,,,. . .qc,*). Each component will be in 
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charge of verifying the truth of the “corresponding” formula. Consider the following 
(n, 1 )-automaton, say A. 
- The initial state is the M-tuple such that the first 1 components are zero, and every 
other component is 1. 
- The accept states are the M-tuples that verify q1 = . .. = qr = 1, and q1,1 = . . . = 
4C,l = 1. 
- We denote by [@(a’)] the truth value of any boolean function @ for the tuple a’. For 
any x in (0, l}“, let Z,(x) and gj,t(x) be Xi(2,B) and &j,t(Z,P), respectively, 
in which p E X, is replaced by the jth component of x. The transition function T 
is such that, for any x that belongs to (0, l}“, for i between 1 and I, I;(x,g’) 1s 
[(qi = 1) V x,(x)], and for j between 1 and C, 
q,l(x, 9’) is Ne.1 = 1) fi (541/,1(x) v bj,2 = 1 ))II 3 
Let T(cao,ij) be r(6,?), for every state 4’ (and let us denote T(coo,ij) by VI(~)). It 
remains to define Z’(KJ,,...), 
Claim 3.2.1. For some r <m, the function Ui is equal to UL’l (the notation tJ6 
stands here for UO o Ug o . . . o Uo). 
Proof. It is clear that Uo,i is U,fi for any i = 1,. . . , 1, and UO,j,m is U&, for any 
j=l , . . . , C. An easy recurrence over k shows that, for every j between 1 and C, the 
equality U$&k = Ui$,_k holds. Thus, an integer r such that UL is UJ” does exist, 
and the smallest is below m. 0 
Let T(ml,q’) be U;(g). The absorption conditions T(cq,T(cq ,... )) = T(cq ,.._ ), 
and T(cq,T(cq ,__. )) = T(cq ,...) are clearly verified. We fix an ordinal a for the 
end of the proof. 
Claim 3.2.2. An n-u& ,$ ofCpf( ) a is a-accepted by A if any only if (tx, <) satisfies 
S(T) Cfor the weak second order). 
Proof. Consider x a n-tuple of q,(a), and let cp be the function such that, for every 
ardind /S < cz : for i = 1,. . . l, cp@> is [@$2Q_2, y)], and for j = 1,. . . , C, 
cp,,~(P) is U(&J)~(~,J(~~Y) v cpi,2(r))I, 
pj,m-l(P) is [(V’v)[(.~j,m-lCz~Y) v cPj,dY))l, 
(Pi,m@) is UW)((dj,m(J~Y))l~ 
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Remark 3.1. For any ordinal p, cp(/? + 1) is T@(b), cp(B)). 
Remark 3.2. For any limit-ordinal /I, cp(p) is lim,<p T(oot, q(y)). Let /I be a limit- 
ordinal, and y an ordinal such that any X, f~ [y, fi) is empty. Since Ul is Ui’+‘, for any 
y’ between y + r and B, cp(y’) is cp(y + r). Thus, cp(p) is T(ool, ~(y + Y)). 
Let W be a (a, 1 )-representation of 2, such that each (031) that occurs in W is 
preceded by the sequence (dy. There exist limit-ordinals, say 0 < fir < . . . < 
flu-t < a (we let /?o be 0 and p,, be a), and sequences WO, .. . , Wu_l, UC,, . .. , &,._I 
such that W is Wo.Uo.Wl,..., Wu_l.Uu_l, each Ui is (oat), Wi (with length Zi + r) 
describes 2 on [Bi,Bi + Zi + Y - 11, and such that each of the sets X, n [pi + Zi,fii+l) 
is empty. For any subword Z of W, let us denote by IS(Z) (respectively OS(Z)) 
the state of A when computed W, just before to treat the first letter of Z (resp. just 
after having treated the last letter of Z). We shall look at what happens on the blocks 
Wi.Ui. 
The initial state has been chosen such that ZS( WO) is q(O). Consider any i between 
0 and u - 1, and assume that the state IS( Wi) is q(bi). With Remark 3.1, one shows by 
recurrence that the state OS( Wi) is rp(/?i + Zi +r). The state OS(Ui) is T(oot, OS( Wi)); 
thus it is T(oot,cp(Bi + Zi +Y)). Remark 3.2 enables us to say that OS(Ui) is &Ii+,). 
We have proved so far that OS( Uu_l ) (the final state of A when computing W) 
is cp(cc). Therefore, the n-tuple 2 is a-accepted by A if and only if cp(a) is 1 in the 
accept subscripts of A, i.e., if and only if cpi(a) is 1, for any i = 1,. . . , I, and ~~,l (CI) 
is 1 for any j between 1 and C. Thus, _? is a-accepted by A if and only if the formula 
is true in (a, <) when replacing the formula qj,~j,2 by its expression (with qj,j), when 
replacing the formula 4~~,3, etc..., one obtains that ,? is accepted by A if and only if 
the formula 
v... V(VP,)~_'~j,,(~,p,))...))) 
is true in (~1, <). Since the latter formula is the initial formula P(2), the claim is 
proved. 0 
Assume that L and P bound, respectively, the length, and the parameters of the 
initial formula F. The computation of the transition function T(x,. . .), for any letter 
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x of (0, 1)” is nothing but a rewriting of the initial formula. The length of T(x,. _) 
is in O(L). For the function T(oot , . . .), one has to compute the formulas xi(o‘) and 
&t(G), which are atomic formulas (thus they are computed in linear time). Then 
one has to compute at most m composition of functions, and this calculcus can be 
done in time O(m.L). The time of computation of the automaton A thus belongs to 
O(L2). 0 
In the sequel, we shall denote by exp*(n) the tower of base 2 exponentials with 
height II. One easily shows that, for any positive integers i and j, the following in- 
equalities hold. 
exp*(i) + exp*Cj)b exp*(sup(i,j) + l), 
exp*(i) x exp*(J)< exp*(sup(i,j) + l), 
exp*(j)exP*b) 
d exp*(sup(Ci) + 2)) 
2’< exp’(i). 
Proposition 3.3. For any second-order <-formula F(Xl, . . .,X,) (with second-order 
free variables only), one can construct a standardized (n, p)-automaton A such that 
(i) if n is not 0, then for every ordinal M and every _? n-tuple of ‘!JJJa), 2 is 
a-accepted by A if and and only if the formula F(2) is true in (a, < ); 
(ii) if n is 0, then an ordinal CI is accepted by A if and only if the sentence F is 
true in (a, < ). 
If L is the length of F, the automaton A is computable by a Turing machine in time 
o(exp*(6L)). The state number and the length of A are, respectively, below exp*(4L) 
and exp* (6L). 
Proof. We fix any ordinal CI, and consider F(2), a <-second-order formula. 
Lemma 3.1 allows one to construct an equivalent formula F*(z) of the form 
_ + 
(Ql Yl) . . I (Qk Yk)(Jw, Y)) 3 
where A is a special formula. One can compute this formula F* in time 0(L2”). 
The positive integer k and A’s parameters are below 2.L, the conjunction number of 
A’ is less than LsL. We denote by L* the length of A’ (it is bounded above by L312). 
We shall compute the automaton that accepts the tuples 2 such that the formula 
F(y) is true by a finite recurrence. We denote by B(A, i, F) the property: “the (n + i, 
k - i + 1 )-automaton A, a-accepts the (n + i)-tuples (z,.@ such that the formula 
(PI+, K+t).--(Qk, Yk))&(z,z, P) holds in (a, -C),‘. 
Initialisarion. By Lemma 3.2, one constructs a (n + k, I)-automaton Ak such that 
the property z%?( Ak, k, F) holds. One can compute Ak in time O(L * L*). We denote 
by Lk the length of Ak, and by ik& its state number. They are, respectively, below 
exp*(L + 2) and exp*(L + 1). Denote by Tk the time needed to compute Ak from the 
initial formula F (T, is in O(exp*(L + 2))). 
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Iteration. Assume that, for some i between k and 1, one has constructed a (n + i, 
k - i + 1 )-automaton Ai that satisfy the property %!(A<, i F) (we denote by Mi the 
state number of Ai, and by Li its length). Only one of the three cases below is 
satisfied. 
Case 1: Qi is 3, and Ai is a standardized automaton. With Claim 3.2.2 (or Claim 
3.2.3, if n is 0 and i is l), one constructs a (standardized) (n + i - 1, k - i + 
2)-automaton Ai+l such that a (n + i - 1 )-tuple (2, Yi, . . . I’_1 ) is x-accepted by 
Ai_i if and only if (2, Yi, . . . Yi-1, &) is ol-accepted by Ai, for some & finite sub- 
set of ~1. Because of property W(Ai,i,F), it happens if and only if for some Yi in 
pr(a), the formula (Qi+i&+i).. .(QkYk)&?(?, p)) holds in (CI, <), thus if and only 
if (QiYi). . .(QkYk)(A(z, f)) holds in (a, <). The property W(Ai_l,i - 1,F) follows. 
Claim 3.2.2 yields the equalities Mi-i = Mi,Li_i = 2Li. The time needed to compute 
Ai- from Ai is, in this case, less than I;_1 = O((k - i).Li.223M’). 
Case 2: Qi is 3, and Ai is not standardized. When applying Claim 3.2.1, one con- 
structs a standardized (n + i, k - i + 1 )-automaton Ai that accepts the same language 
than Ai. Then one constructs the automaton Ai- as was explained in the first case. 
The state number is A4_i = 2”, and the length Li-i = 4.Mf.Li. The computation of 
Ai- requires a time less than 
z-1 = O((k - i).(M,Li).22322M’). 
Case 3: Qi is V. The complementary of a given automaton A (denoted by 2) is the 
automaton with the same input and state numbers, the same initial state and the same 
transition function than A, and that accepts a state if and only if it is not an accept 
state of A. 
Let us apply Claim 3.2.1 to Ii. One obtains a (n + i, k - i + 1)-standardized au- 
tomaton, say A’, that accepts the same language as Zi. When applying Claim 3.2.2 
to A’, one constructs A”, a (n + i - 1, k - i + 2)-automaton, that cl-accepts a tuple 
(XY,,..., X- 1) if and only if for some yi in g,(a), the tuple (2, Yi, . . . , K) is not 
a-accepted by Ai. Because of property B(Ai,i, F), it happens if and only if the for- 
mula (jYi)(-((Qi+i Yi+i). . .(QkYk)&@, f)))) holds in (a, <). The latter formula is 
equivalent to the formula -((QiK)(Qi+i Y;+i) . . . (QkYk)&Z(z, ?))), and we let Ai- 
be the complementary of A” (the property 9(Ai-l) i - 1, F) follows from the latter 
remark). 
We can write the same equalities for Mi_1, Li- 1 and Ti_1 as in the previous case 
(the computation of the complementary automaton is done in linear time, and does not 
affect the length and the state number). 
The (n, k + n + 1 )-automaton A0 that we finally construct accepts the n-tnples of 
‘!JJf(a) that satisfy the formula F. It is not necessarily standardized, but if it is not, we 
apply Claim 3.2.1. The standardized (n, k + 1)-automaton A thus obtained (computed 
from A0 in time Toa = O((k + l)L0.2~~~)) recognizes the same language as Ao. 
For every subscript i = k,. . . , 1, the state number Mi-i is less than 2”, Li-i is less 
than 4M/.Li, and Ti-i is less than (k - i).(Mi.Li).223z*M’. The positive integers && and 
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Lk are less than exp*(L + 2) and exp*(L + l), respectively. An easy recurrence shows 
the majorations 
Mi < exp*(L + 2 + k - i) and L, d exp*(L + 2 + 2(k - i)). 
The S'.lIIl T(L) = Tk + Tk_1 + . . . + Ta + Tss bounds the time one needs to compute 
the automaton A: 
T(L) = O(exp*(L + 2)) + 5 Ti + O((k + l).Ls.24Mo). 
i=k-I 
When bounding k by 2.L, each of the T,‘s by To (in O(exp*(SL + 3))), one obtains 
that T(L) is in O(exp*(U)), that MO is less than exp*(3L + 2), and that Lk is less 
than exp*(SL + 2)). q 
Definition. The o-character of an ordinal tx is the sequence (~,a,, . . . ,a~), where 
a,,,, . . . , a0 are positive integers such that, for some ordinal b, the equality 
0 
a = j?.w” + C w’.ai 
i=m 
holds, with E = 0 if and only if /I = 0, and E = 1 otherwise (the o-character of a 
given ordinal is unique, and can be seen as generalization of the p-representation). 
One thus obtains a proof of Biichi’s theorem [4], with a complexity analysis added. 
Theorem 3.4. (i) For any ordinal c1 with w-character (&,a,,,, . . . ,a~), the theory 
THr(cr, -c) is decidable, and belongs to the class 
DTIME((& + a, + . . . + aa) exp*(6n)). 
(ii) The theories THT(cr, <) and TH,W@, <) are equal if and only if a and j? have 
the same w-character. 
Proof. Let a be any ordinal. By Proposition 3.3, for any E second order <-sentence, 
one constructs A a standardized (0, p)-automaton that accepts a if and only if (a, <) 
satisfies E. Let W be a p-representation of or, and OS(W) the final state of A when 
computing W. We denote by H be the transition function, and by es the initial 
state of A. Assume that (~,a,, . . . , ao) is the o-character of a. The state US(W) 
is 
H(Lo)ao.H(L1)a’ . . . H(L,)am.H(LP)E.eo, 
where Li is L, for any i > p. To decide whether a sentence belongs or not to TH,W 
(a, <), one has to compute the automaton A (this is done in time O(exp*(sn))), 
and then to compute US(W), which is product of E + a,,, + . . . + a0 matrices, each 
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of them with exp*(4n) lines and columns. The complexity of this algorithm can be 
bounded above by a function in O((E + a, + . . . + a~) exp*(6n)). It appears clearly 
that the state OS(W) only depends on the o-character of CI, and the point ( ii ) 
follows. 0 
The upper bound of complexity that we have found for the weak second-order theory 
of any ordinal with order is nearly optimal. Indeed, a result of Meyer yields: 
Proposition 3.5. For some constant c, the weak second-order thoery of (1, <) cannot 
be decided in time less than exp*(c.n) (for any a &co). 
Proof. Let us denote by S the function “successor”. Meyer gives in [12] the first 
lower bound for the theory TH,w(o,S) (in exp*(c log,(n))). Compton and Henson im- 
prove this result in 151, and show that the latter theory cannot be decided in time less 
than exp*(O(n)). Since the function S, and the constant o are <-definable, an upper 
bound of complexity of TH,w(A, <) is an upper bound for TH,w(w,S). The complex- 
ity of TH,“(Iz, < ) has to be less than an exponential tower of height c.n, for some 
constant c. 0 
3.1. An applicatoin to ordinaI addition 
We have to add here a few “axioms” to the “black box” on the ordinals that we use 
from the beginning of the paper: 
- any ordinal p can be written, in a unique way, in the form 2Yn-’ f . . + 2Y”, where 
(%I-l,..., yo) is a strictly decreasing sequence of ordinals (the set (~~-1,. . . , yo} is 
called the 2-development of j?); 
- 2O is w. 
Definition. The binary relation E is true for the couple (x, y) if and only if x is 2fl, 
for some j? that belongs to the 2-development of y. 
Proposition 3.6. (i) For any ordinal CY, the theory of (co”, +,E) is decidable, with 
exact time complexity exp*(O(n)). 
(ii) The theories of (CO’, +, E) and (top, +, E) are equal if and only if KY and @ have 
the same o-character. 
Proof. Biichi proves in [4] that for any ordinal a, the theories TH(2’, +,E) and 
THT(a, < ) are equireducible in linear time (the addition is considered here as a ternary 
relation). The above result with (2a, +, E) instead of (ma, +, E) follows trivially from 
those reductions, Theorem 3.4 and Proposition 3.5. Since 2w is w, the equality 2W.a = 
oc( holds for any ordinal ~1, and Proposition 3.6 follows. 0 
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Proposition 3.7. For any ordinal CI, the theory of (ma,+) is decidable. Zf CI is Qrearer 
0~ equal to 0, the exact time complexity of TH(oY,+) is exp*(O(n)). 
Proof. The decidability result, and the upper bound of complexity follow trivially from 
Proposition 3.6. 
Feferman and Vaught first observe in [7] that THr(cr, <) is reducible (in linear 
time) to TH(wa, +)_ Therefore, if a is greater than w, Proposition 3.5 implies that the 
theory of (ma,+) cannot be decided in time less exp*(O(n)). 0 
Those results imply that the restriction of the relation E to N is not +-definable. 
Indeed, the theory of (0. +) is decidable in time less than 22c’, for some constant c 161 
If the relation E was +-definable in N, then we would decide TH(w, +,E) in time less 
than a finite tower of exponentials, and that would contradict the lower bound restill 
of Proposition 3.6. 
As a final rema& observe that rhe rhcory of (N, +,x -+ 2x) is de&able f 13). Let 
P2 be the function that maps any ordinal x to 2’. The decidahility of TH(w”,+,Pz), 
for u > L, is still an open question. If the relation E was {+,PJ)-dedrtable, chea WC 
could give a lower-bound result for the theory of (w*,+,&) (for any a3 I). Wcrh the 
help af the absorptton properties of the ordinal addition, one can manage to define, 
from {+,Pj}, same restrictions of E. However, the {+,&}-definability af the whole 
relation E is uncertain. We shall not go further here. 
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